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Compared with persons of European descent (ED), persons of African descent (AD) have lower aldosterone (ALDO)
levels, with the assumption being that the increased cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk associated with AD is not related
to ALDO. However, the appropriateness of the ALDO levels for the volume status in AD is unclear. We hypothesized that,
even though ALDO levels are lower in AD, they are inappropriately increased, and therefore, ALDO could mediate the
increased CVD in AD. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed data from HyperPATH — 1,788 individuals from the total
cohort and 765 restricted to ED-to-AD in a 2:1 match and genotyped for the endothelin-1 gene (EDN1). Linear regression
analyses with adjustments were performed. In the total and restricted cohorts, PRA, ALDO, and urinary potassium levels
were significantly lower in AD. However, in the AD group, greater ALDO dysregulation was present as evidenced by
higher ALDO/plasma renin activity (PRA) ratios (ARR) and sodium-modulated ALDO suppression-to-stimulation indices.
Furthermore, EDN1 minor allele carriers had significantly greater ARRs than noncarriers but only in the AD group. ARR
levels were modulated by a significant interaction between EDN1 and AD. Thus, EDN1 variants may identify particularly
susceptible ADs who will be responsive to treatment targeting ALDO-dependent pathways (e.g., mineralocorticoid-
receptor antagonists).
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Introduction
Compared with persons of  European descent (ED), individuals of  African descent (AD) are known to: (i) 
be more susceptible to cardiovascular disease (CVD); (ii) have a greater frequency of  hypertension (HTN) 
(particularly salt-sensitive HTN); (iii) have more cardiovascular (CV) damage with HTN; (iv) have lower 
plasma renin activity (PRA); and (v) more resistant HTN (1–6). Of  interest, these same characteristics also 
are associated with increased aldosterone (ALDO) production, e.g., primary aldosteronism. However, sever-
al studies have documented that ALDO levels are lower in AD (7–10) compared with ED. Initially, the lower 
ALDO levels were presumed to be the physiologic consequences of  volume expansion with the resultant 
suppression of  renin-angiotensin system (RAS) activity. However, several studies have proposed that the 
lower ALDO levels may be secondary to a defect in potassium homeostasis or intake. For example, urinary 
excretion of  potassium is significantly lower in AD compared with ED (11), irrespective of  sodium (Na+) 
intake (11–13).

Therefore, the current dogma is that ALDO levels are lower in AD than ED for physiologic rea-
sons, including volume expansion (leading to reduced PRA) and reduced potassium homeostasis  
excretion, and not associated with the pathogenesis of  the HTN, although this conclusion is contro-
versial (6). However, an additional potential mechanism that has been minimally explored relates to 
endothelin. Endothelin has properties similar to angiotensin II (AngII) with known contractile, prolif-
erative, and ALDO stimulating activities (14–16). Further, some studies have reported an association 
between endothelin-1 (ET-1) and HTN, although this association has been controversial (17–21). In 
addition, ET-1 levels have been reported to be 3–4 times higher in AD than ED hypertensives (1). 

Compared with persons of European descent (ED), persons of African descent (AD) have lower 
aldosterone (ALDO) levels, with the assumption being that the increased cardiovascular disease 
(CVD) risk associated with AD is not related to ALDO. However, the appropriateness of the ALDO 
levels for the volume status in AD is unclear. We hypothesized that, even though ALDO levels are 
lower in AD, they are inappropriately increased, and therefore, ALDO could mediate the increased 
CVD in AD. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed data from HyperPATH — 1,788 individuals from the 
total cohort and 765 restricted to ED-to-AD in a 2:1 match and genotyped for the endothelin-1 gene 
(EDN1). Linear regression analyses with adjustments were performed. In the total and restricted 
cohorts, PRA, ALDO, and urinary potassium levels were significantly lower in AD. However, in the 
AD group, greater ALDO dysregulation was present as evidenced by higher ALDO/plasma renin 
activity (PRA) ratios (ARR) and sodium-modulated ALDO suppression-to-stimulation indices. 
Furthermore, EDN1 minor allele carriers had significantly greater ARRs than noncarriers but only 
in the AD group. ARR levels were modulated by a significant interaction between EDN1 and AD. 
Thus, EDN1 variants may identify particularly susceptible ADs who will be responsive to treatment 
targeting ALDO-dependent pathways (e.g., mineralocorticoid-receptor antagonists).
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Thus, it is possible that, in AD versus ED, 
there are increases in ET-1 leading to the 
following sequence of  events: increased 
ALDO, volume expansion, decreased 
PRA, and elevated ALDO/PRA ratio 
(ARR). Finally, these differences might be 
genetically mediated. There are suggestive 
data to support this possibility because 
low renin HTN has been reported to be 
familially aggregated (22), and, as noted 
above, low renin HTN is more common in 
ADs than ED.

These data led us to formulate 2 hypoth-
eses. First, that AD demonstrate dysregu-
lated ALDO secretion compared with ED, 
assessed by ARR and Sodium-Modulated 
ALDO Suppression-to-Stimulation Index 
with AngII infusion (SASSI-II) (23). Sec-

ond, that genetic variants in ET-1 gene (EDN1) will be associated with inappropriately elevated ALDO. We 
also determined if  ET-1 modulates ALDO levels.

Results
Patient characteristics and analyses of  the entire HyperPATH data set. The demographic characteristics in the 
entire HyperPATH data set are provided in Supplemental Table 1 (supplemental material available online 
with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.95992DS1). Age, blood pressure (BP), BMI, and sex 
were significantly different between AD and ED, with AD being younger, more commonly female, having a 
higher BP, and having a greater BMI. AD also had significantly lower liberal (LIB) salt supine serum ALDO, 
PRA, and 24-hour urine potassium levels as compared with ED (Supplemental Figure 1).

Patient characteristics of  the restricted subcohort. Because of  the significant differences in demographics 
between AD and ED, we then performed a 2:1 study as detailed in Methods. There were no significant 
differences between AD and ED within this restricted subcohort except BMI (higher in AD) and age (lower 
in AD) (Table 1).

Comparison by race of  ALDO, PRA, and potassium in the restricted subcohort. As anticipated from the liter-
ature, in our cohort on a LIB salt diet, AD had significantly lower serum and urine ALDO and PRA, and 
had lower urine potassium levels as compared with ED (Figure 1). However, serum potassium levels did 
not differ by racial group. Similar results were obtained in studies performed on the restricted (RES) salt 
diet (Figure 2) and after upright posture (Figure 2).

Repeated-measures ALDO analyses of  the restricted subcohort. A total of  2,212 ALDO measurements were 
available from our restricted cohort: 1,504 in ED and 708 in AD. As a formal test of  our hypothesis, we 
examined the effect of  race on composite ALDO level in repeated-measures analysis using 4 measurements 
(RES ALDO supine, RES ALDO stimulated with AngII, LIB ALDO supine, and LIB ALDO stimulated 
with AngII) adjusted for disease state, age, sex, BMI, site, serum cortisol, PRA, and 24-hour urine potas-
sium levels (Table 2). The composite ALDO measurements were highly significantly lower in AD versus 
ED (P < 0.0001).

ARR and SASSI-II index of  the restricted subcohort. Although ALDO levels were substantially lower 
under a variety of  conditions in AD versus ED, we next assessed whether its regulation was similar in 
ADs versus ED using 2 criteria: the ARR and the SASSI-II index. First, we assessed ARR. Whether 
the subjects were on a LIB salt diet, RES salt diet, or upright posture on a RES salt diet, ARRs were 
significantly higher in AD than in ED (Figure 3). Next, we determined whether being hypertensive or 
normotensive influenced the impact of  race on ARR; it did not. Both hypertensive and normotensive 
ADs had significantly higher ARRs than ED; however, within each racial group, ARR did not differ by 
disease state (Figure 4). Finally, we assessed the levels of  SASSI-II as an indication of  ALDO dysregu-
lation. The SASSI-II index was significantly increased in AD compared with ED, suggesting relatively 
increased ALDO dysregulation in AD (Figure 5). The index components (mean ± SEM) were AD, 4.46 

Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics and selected clinical values of the subjects 
in the restricted HyperPATH subcohort to assess the effect of matching in this subcohort

Characteristics European descent African descent P value 
n 510 255   
Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 138.0 ± 21.6 137. 2 ± 20.9 0.62
Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 82.5 ± 14.5 80.9 ± 12.4 0.13
Female 263 142 

0.29Male 246 113 
Age (y) 45.4 ± 12.0 43.6 ± 12.1 0.054
Disease state   

0.020 Hypertension 336 146 
Normal 174 109 

BMI (kg/m2) 27.4 ± 4.2 28.5 ± 4.7 0.0012

The factors used to select matching subject of European descent to subjects of African descent are 
listed in the order used. P values were determined using Student t test for continuous variables (mean 
± SEM).
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± 0.43 supine LIB salt and 29.98 ± 1.24 RES salt AngII, and ED, 5.15 ± 0.20 supine LIB salt and 38.62 
± 1.04 RES salt AngII (ng/dl).

Zona glomerulosa cell studies. In separate experiments, both ET-1 (aa 1–21) and ET-1 precursor (aa 1–38) 
induced an approximate doubling of  ALDO secretion as compared with control conditions. ALDO secre-
tion (mean ± SEM ng/1 × 106 cells) was 32.5 ± 3.8 with ET-1 treatment versus 20.5 ± 1.2 with placebo (P = 
0.001), and 410 ± 19 with ET-1 precursor treatment versus 221 ± 17 with placebo (P < 0.0005). The ALDO 
responses to ET-1 were half  or less of  the ALDO responses to AngII (161 ± 10 in the ET-1 experiment and 
805 ± 22 in the ET-1 precursor experiment).

Relation of  EDN1 genotype to ARR in the restricted cohort. The demographics of  the subjects from the 
restricted cohort who also were genotyped for EDN1 rs5370 are provided in Supplemental Table 2. The 
relationships of  genotype to phenotype and race were assessed in 2 ways. First, the ordered trend relation-
ship between genotype and ARR on a RES salt diet was determined for each race (Figure 6). This trend was 
significant for AD; the ARR increased as the number of  EDN1 risk alleles increased. Second, an interaction 
term was calculated between race and EDN1 risk alleles and ARR on the LIB diet. For each risk allele, the 
effect size was +11 ng/dl per ng/dl × hr in AD compared with ED (coefficient 11.75, P = 0.010, 95% con-
fidence intervals [CI], [2.83, 20.7]).

Figure 1. Plasma renin activity, aldosterone and potassium levels in the total HyperPATH Cohort. Comparison in European descent subjects and African 
descent subjects of aldosterone (supine serum [A] and 24-hour urine [B]), plasma renin activity (C), and urine potassium levels (D) on a liberal salt diet. 
Multivariate regression models for plasma renin activity and urine potassium were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, site, and disease state. The models for 
aldosterone were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, site, disease state, serum cortisol, 24-hour urine potassium, and plasma renin activity. Data are represented 
in a dot plot with the mean ± SEM. The subjects were from the restricted HyperPATH sub-cohort.
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Discussion
In our total HyperPATH cohort study, we confirmed that ALDO, PRA, and potassium levels on a LIB salt 
diet were lower in AD than ED, as has been shown by others (1–6, 24). Because of  limited genotyping data, 
we also performed analyses in a 2:1 restricted subcohort. In the subcohort, the key demographic character-
istics were similar between the 2 races. Again, we confirmed that ALDO, PRA, and potassium levels on a 
LIB salt diet were lower in AD than ED and extended these conclusions to results of  studies on a RES salt 
intake and after upright posture. Thus, under 3 different conditions, the results were consistent: AD had 
lower PRA, ALDO, and potassium levels. However, in contrast to some previous studies (1–6) that suggested 
ALDO and/or an activated mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) are not important in the pathophysiology of  
CVD in AD, our results — using surrogate markers — led to the opposite conclusion. Two tests of  ALDO’s 
functional status were abnormal: ARR and SASSI-II levels were increased in AD. Thus, using PRA as a 
surrogate, the level of  ALDO is inappropriately increased for the level of  salt intake and volume status. This 
conclusion was the same regardless of  whether subjects were on RES or LIB Na+ diets. Further, these racial 
differences are, in part, secondary to genetic factors driven by the EDN1 gene—in AD, but not in ED. In AD, 
there is a significant association of  ARR with EDN1 genotype. We also documented that ET-1 can stimulate 
ALDO, confirming previous studies (14). These results suggest that MR or ALDO synthase blockade may 
be a useful therapeutic modality in AD, specifically in AD that carry the risk allele for EDN1, i.e., precision 
medicine.

ARR has been used for more than 30 years as a biomarker for abnormal ALDO production relative to the 

Figure 2. Plasma renin activity, aldosterone and potassium levels in the restricted HyperPATH Cohort. Comparison in European descent subjects and African 
descent subjects of aldosterone (supine serum [A] and 24-hour urine [B]), plasma renin activity (C), urine potassium levels (D), aldosterone after 60–90 min-
utes of upright posture (E), and plasma renin activity after 60–90 minutes of upright posture (F) on a restricted salt diet. Multivariate regression models for 
plasma renin activity and urine potassium were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, site, and disease state. The models for aldosterone were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, 
site, disease state, serum cortisol, 24-hour urine potassium, and plasma renin activity. Data are represented in a dot plot with the mean ± SEM. The subjects 
were from the restricted HyperPATH subcohort.
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volume state of  the individual (25), specifically as a screening test for primary aldosteronism. Indeed, since 
its introduction, the percent of  hypertensives diagnosed with primary aldosteronism has risen dramatically 
(26). However, in recent years, several studies have suggested that the ARR is also a biomarker of  the effect 
of  ALDO on CV homeostasis (27). Thus, the levels of  ARR are better indicators of  ALDO/MR functional 
status than the absolute levels of  the hormones per se and, therefore, a useful biomarker of  CV dysregulation 
even among normotensives (28). Grim, et al., reported that AD had higher ARR than ED in a study on a LIB 
diet. They also reported that, regardless of  race, hypertensives had higher ratios than normotensives (6). In the 
present study, we also found that the ARR was significantly increased in AD compared with ED. However, 
relative to ARR, our findings expand on those by Grim, et al., in 2 respects: i) since the definition of  HTN is 
a moving target, this racial difference was present in both normotensives and hypertensives; and ii) by race, 
there was no significant difference in ARR between normotensives and hypertensives (Figure 4). Thus, the 
inclusion of  normotensives in this study further strengthens the validity of  our hypothesis. Finally, ARR were 
increased irrespective of  dietary salt intake. Even when the renin-angiotensin-ALDO system (RAAS) was 
activated by Na+ restriction, AD still have increased ARR compared with ED.

More recently, the SASSI-II has been described (23). This index was built on data suggesting that, in 
CVD — particularly HTN — ALDO responses to physiologic factors that can stimulate or suppress its 
levels are reduced (29–35). Thus, SASSI-II was developed to assess ALDO’s dynamic responsiveness. The 
marker was tested in relation to components of  the metabolic syndrome, where it not only was highly asso-
ciated with individual risk factors, but also distinguished between severe and moderate metabolic syndrome 
and between individuals with and without the metabolic syndrome. SASSI-II predictive power was better 
than any individual ALDO serum or urine level (23). Thus, SASSI-II is a sensitive marker for the risk of  
CV dysfunction and disease. In the present study, significantly higher SASSI-II levels were observed in AD 
versus ED, providing additional support for the hypothesis that AD have an increased ALDO-mediated CV 
risk than ED, even in the absence of  primary aldosteronism or HTN.

Table 2. The effect of race on aldosterone levels

Adrenal hormones Effect size: β (predicted change) P value
ALDO, ng/dl (LIB sup, LIB stim, RES sup, RES stim) –4.1 <0.0001
Delta ALDO (RES stim – RES sup), ng/dl –8.6 <0.0001
Delta ALDO (RES sup – LIB sup), ng/dL –3.2 0.003

The effect of race (African descent versus European descent subjects) on aldosterone levels was assessed in a repeated-measures analysis using a linear 
mixed effect regression model. Four measurements were used after adjusting for disease state, age, sex, BMI, site, serum cortisol, plasma renin activity, 
and 24-hour urine potassium. A total of 2,212 aldosterone measurements were available from our restricted HyperPATH cohort: 1,504 in European descent 
and 708 in African descent. ALDO, aldosterone; sup, supine; LIB, liberal salt diet; RES, restricted salt diet; and stim, Angiotensin II stimulation.
 

Figure 3. Aldosterone Renin Ratios in the restricted HyperPATH Cohort. Comparison in European descent subjects and African descent subjects of aldo-
sterone/renin ratio under 3 conditions: restricted salt diet (A), liberal salt diet (B), and restricted salt diet after 60–90 minutes of upright posture (C). The 
multivariate regression models were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, site, disease state, serum cortisol, and 24-hour urine potassium. Data are represented in a 
dot plot with the mean ± SEM. The subjects were from the restricted HyperPATH subcohort (ARR, aldosterone/renin ratio).
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In addition to studies assessing the role of  the RAAS in mediat-
ing the differences in salt sensitivity of  BP between AD and ED, other 
volume-mediating systems have been evaluated, including ET-1. ET-1 
is a peptide with known vasoconstrictor, proliferative, and ALDO stim-
ulatory properties, making it a focus of  attention for studies of  HTN 
(14–16). We confirmed ET-1’s ALDO-stimulating properties in isolated 
glomerulosa cells (14). However, the data relevant to the association of  
ET-1 levels and HTN are controversial (17–21). In part, the difficulty 
of  finding consistent results may be related to the transient presence 
of  ET-1 in the circulation, as it is as labile as AngII. However, one 
report is particularly relevant to the present study; Ergul, et al., not 
only reported a significant association of  ET-1 levels and disease state 
(hypertensive vs. normotensive), but also that this pattern was seen 
most strikingly among AD and less so in ED (1). Unfortunately, ET-1 
serum levels were not available in this study. Thus, we do not know the 

state of  ET-1 levels associated with the risk allele. However, an increase in ALDO in the presence of  lower 
PRA is consistent with another stimulatory factor being present.

A link between genetics, race, and Na+ homeostasis has recently been proposed. Tu and Pratt conclud-
ed that the low-renin, salt sensitivity of  BP phenotype of  AD compared with ED is attributed to alterations 
in genetic makeup (36). They went on to describe greater renal Na+ absorption among AD compared with 
ED, thus leading to expanded plasma volume in this population. Findings from a 1979 study by Luft, 
et al., suggest that the difference in plasma volume, and consequently BP levels, may also be due to the 
decreased Na+ excretion among AD (37). Several genes have been reported to be associated with BP and 
race. Lysine-specific demethylase 1 (LSD1) is a histone-modifying enzyme. Polymorphic variants in LSD1 
gene were reported to be related to greater salt sensitivity of  BP in hypertensives — but only in AD and not 
ED (38). Additional studies in normotensives suggest that the steepness of  the slope of  the relationship to 
BP and age was dependent on polymorphic variants in LSD1 (39). In contrast, polymorphic variants in the 
β-2 adrenergic receptor are associated with salt-sensitive HTN only in ED (40).

Prior work evaluating effects of  EDN1 genotype in humans has repeatedly identified this polymor-
phism to be of  clinical relevance. Its widespread potential effects include modification of  risk for HTN in 
the overweight/obese population (41–43), BP reactivity to stressors (44–46), idiopathic pulmonary arterial 

Figure 4. Comparison in European descent subjects and African descent 
subjects of aldosterone/renin ratio was obtained on a restricted salt diet. 
Subjects of African descent had a significantly higher aldosterone/renin 
ratio than subjects of European descent, regardless of hypertensive status. 
The multivariate regression models were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, site, 
serum cortisol, and 24-hour urine potassium. Data are represented in a dot 
plot with the mean ± SEM. The subjects were from the restricted HyperPATH 
subcohort. ARR, aldosterone/renin ratio).

Figure 5. Comparison in European descent subjects and African descent subjects of Sodium-Modu-
lated Aldosterone Suppression-to-Stimulation Index with AngII infusion (SASSI-II). A multivariate 
linear regression model was used with adjustments for age, sex, BMI, disease state, site, serum 
cortisol, 24-hour urine potassium, and plasma renin activity (mean ± SEM). The subjects were from 
the restricted HyperPATH sub-cohort. Data are represented in a dot plot with the mean ± SEM.
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HTN (47), pulmonary function in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (48), severity of  obstructive sleep 
apnea (49), coronary artery disease (50), left ventricular hypertrophy (51), variant angina (52), and hear-
ing impairment (53). Our study expands on this list by documenting that racial differences exists between 
increased ARR, a likely proximate mediator of  the salt-sensitive BP, and EDN1 risk allele carriers in AD 
but not ED. One potential mechanism would be that the risk allele is associated with increased ET-1 locally 
in AD, resulting in greater ALDO secretion, volume expansion, suppressed PRA, and salt-sensitive HTN. 
This provides the first evidence of  a potential association between the EDN1 rs5370 SNP and the risk of  
subclinical hyperaldosteronism in AD. Finally, a previous study reported sex differences in the relationship 
between systolic BP and a haplotype of  EDN1, with males but not females being protected (i.e., having a 
lower BP; ref. 54). However, there was no main effect of  this haplotype on systolic BP, and an interaction 
with sex was only marginally significant (P = 0.053), particularly given the multiple comparisons in the 
study. These investigators also assessed the effect of  EDN1 rs5370 on systolic BP curves; they did not see an 
effect. Furthermore, the sample size was substantially smaller than in the current study, the subjects were 
young, and salt sensitivity of  BP was not assessed. Finally, we observed a significant association of  salt-sen-
sitive BP and rs5370, even with adjustment for sex.

Conclusions from these data are, however, limited by a small sample size — a concern in many genetic 
studies. However, the “clean” phenotype in this study compensates, in part, for this issue. Again, because 
of  the sample size, it is not possible with this data set to determine if  there are interactions between EDN1 
and other genes previously reported to have a racial-specific association, e.g., LSD1. Because of  the struc-
ture of  the HyperPATH cohort, it was not possible to measure ET-1 levels and their potential relation-
ship to genotype, ARR, and/or salt-sensitive BP. Several other factors may, in part, explain the differences 
between the AD and ED. First, some studies have reported a relationship between the level of  stress and 
the relationship between BP and EDN1 polymorphism and between AD and BP (45, 46, 55, 56). Stress pro-
files are not present in the HyperPATH data set, and salt sensitivity of  BP, ALDO, ARR, or SASSI-II were 
not performed in these previous studies. Second, 24-hour ambulatory BPs have not been performed in the 
HyperPATH cohort. Given the likely increase number of  “non–BP dippers” in AD versus ED, our striking 
salt-sensitive BP differences could be even more striking if  ambulatory BPs were assessed (57). Third, it has 
been reported that exercise status can affect rs5370 gene expression in ED but not AD. Exercise status was 
not measured in the HyperPATH cohort. However, interpretation of  the results from this previous study 

Figure 6. Comparison on aldosterone/renin ratio by endothelin-1 genotype in European descent subjects and African descent subjects. The trend anal-
yses were adjusted for age, sex, BMI, site, disease state, serum cortisol, 24-hour urine potassium, and plasma renin activity. Data are represented in a dot 
plot with the mean ± SEM. The subjects were from the restricted HyperPATH subcohort (ARR, aldosterone/renin ratio).
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are limited because of  the sample size (58). Fourth, other factors (e.g., autoantibodies) could be activating 
the END1 receptor or the AngII receptor, although there are no data available to support or reject these 
possibilities. Finally, the present data are limited to salt-sensitive HTN and should be interpreted cautiously 
when extrapolating the findings to other reported differences in CVD risk between AD and ED.

In conclusion, ALDO levels have been the focus of  studies for how ALDO influences CV risk; how-
ever, our findings suggest that these levels should be interpreted in the context of  PRA levels, as well as 
the response to salt intake and ALDO responsiveness (via ARR and SASSI-II, respectively) for a more 
comprehensive picture of  ALDO’s potential deleterious properties affecting CV risk. Thus, our findings 
support the posit that ALDO is an important risk factor for the development of  CV disease in AD and 
likely more so than in ED. In part, at least one mechanism that contributes to ALDO dysregulation in AD 
is genetic, related to the EDN1. Moving forward, treatment approaches that antagonize ALDO’s actions or 
target mechanisms that are MR dependent, including the ET-1 system, could have substantial relevance to 
the reduction of  the increased stroke, end-stage renal disease, and heart disease in AD, although additional 
proof  of  causality is required

Methods
Participants. Our initial analyses were performed using all subjects in the HyperPATH cohort (described 
below). These individuals consumed a LIB salt diet and then, following a supine, overnight fast, had BP, 
ALDO, and PRA values obtained (1,788 subjects). Since some subjects were from sites outside the US, we 
are referring to them as ED or AD. Although results from the HyperPATH cohort have been previously 
reported, the present study investigating ALDO secretion in AD and ED using the present approach and 
data set has not. This approach was taken to compare results in this cohort with previously studies that had 
contrasted renin and ALDO levels in ED and AD (1–6). We expanded our analyses to additional factors: 
first, to assess the impact of  Na+ intake on ARR and SASSI-II levels, and second, to determine if  there was 
an association between ARR and EDN1 genotype. Because of  limitations in some of  the available data, 
particularly genotype, and due to the fact that the number of  ED was 6 times that of  the AD, a restricted 
subcohort that consisted of  twice as many ED as AD was used. The ED were matched to the AD using the 
following demographic characteristics in decreasing order: diastolic BP, sex, age, disease state (hypertensive 
or normotensive), and BMI. All had tagging SNPs at EDN1.

HyperPATH is an ongoing, international program to study the genetic underpinnings of  hormonal 
mechanisms of  HTN and CVD. Five international centers contributed to this data set: Brigham and Wom-
en’s Hospital, University of  Utah Medical Center, Hospital Broussais (Paris, France), Vanderbilt University 
(Nashville, Tennessee, USA), and University of  La Sapiena in Rome, Italy. The details of  this cohort and 
study design have been previously described in detail (59). In brief, subjects used in this analysis had normal 
history, physical, except for HTN, although some (<10%) had glucose intolerance and/or mild diabetes 
mellitus. All subjects were between 18 and 65 years old, and race was self-defined. Normotension was 
defined as a seated diastolic BP ≤ 80 mm Hg on 3 different dates at least 1 month apart with 3 replicates at 
each date. HTN was defined as a seated diastolic BP ≥ 100 mm Hg on no medications, ≥ 90 mm Hg on 1 
antihypertensive medication at the time of  screening, or treatment with ≥ 2 antihypertensive medications. 
Subjects on ≥ 4 antihypertensive medications at the time of  screening were excluded. Secondary forms of  
HTN were ruled out by comparing normotensives and hypertensives in HyperPATH as follows: normal 
24-hour cortisol levels, 24-hour ALDO and supine ALDO levels on LIB salt intake, glucose tolerance test, 
and physical exam. However, no radiologic studies were performed. All antihypertensive medications were 
washed out for 1–3 months prior to dietary salt study. Subjects were then studied under 2 dietary conditions, 
at least 1 week apart: RES and LIB salt intakes. A LIB Na+ diet contained: approximately 200 mmol/d of  
Na+, 100 mmol/d of  potassium, and 20 mmol/d of  calcium for 5–7 days. A RES Na+ intake was achieved 
by providing a diet containing: 10 mmol/d of  Na+, 100 mmol/d of  potassium, and 20 mmol/d of  calcium 
for 5–7 days. Subjects completed a 24-hour urine collection on the final day of  the study diet. To be includ-
ed in the current analyses, the subjects had to have a RES salt diet Na+ excretion < 25 mmol/day and, on 
the LIB salt diet, > 160 mmol/day. The subjects then were admitted to the Clinical Research Unit at their 
respective institutions and kept in a supine posture overnight. After 12 hours of  supine, fasting posture, an 
automated device (Dinamapp, Critikon) was used to obtain BPs. The mean of  3 consecutive readings sepa-
rated by 5 minutes each were used for analyses. Blood was obtained to measure a variety of  hormones (see 
below), AngII (3 ng/kg/min) was infused for 60 minutes, and repeat blood samples were obtained. On the 
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RES diet, blood samples also were obtained after 60–90 minutes of  ambulation.
SASSI-II estimate. To characterize dynamic ALDO regulation, we determined the SASSI-II by calcu-

lating the ratio of  supine serum ALDO on the LIB diet to supine serum ALDO after AngII infusion on 
the RES diet. The AngII infusion while on a RES diet is expected to provide maximal adrenal ALDO 
stimulation. The SASSI-II index correlates with the Framingham Risk Score and the number of  compo-
nents of  the metabolic syndrome (23, 60). Higher values of  SASSI-II are indicative of  impaired physiologic 
regulation of  ALDO (23, 60).

Laboratory analysis. Brigham and Women’s Hospital’s Research Assay Core (BRAC), or BRAC’s prede-
cessor, served as the central laboratory for all laboratory processing. All assays used in this study have been 
extensively reported previously (23, 29, 61). All subjects had PRA and serum ALDO measured in triplicate 
at each of  the intervention points.

Genotyping. DNA samples were extracted from peripheral leukocytes using DNA extraction procedures 
from Crimson Biospecimen Core (QIAGEN). Once extracted, DNA samples were stored at –80°C. Geno-
typing was done at Partners PCPGM Genotyping Facility (Boston, MA, USA) using the Illumina Bead 
Station Golden Gate platform. Prior reports observed an association between EDN1 rs5370 and HTN (62). 
Therefore, in evaluating the potential effects of  EDN1 genotype, we focused on rs5370. The participants 
with a risk allele in this study were referred to as subjects carrying the minor allele of  rs5370.

Zona glomerulosa cell studies. Male Wistar rats weighing between 175–250 g were obtained from Charles 
River Laboratories. All animals were housed in a room lighted 12 hours a day at an ambient temperature 
of  22°C ± 8°C. Animals were placed on RES rat chow containing 0.03% Na+ (Purina) and had free access 
to tap water for 5–7 days before sacrifice. Zona glomerulosa (ZG) cells were isolated from adrenal tissues 
by dissecting the capsular (containing predominantly glomerulosa) portion and the decapsulated portion 
(fasciculata-reticularis complex) as previously described (40, 63). Cells were incubated for digestion (colla-
genase 3.7 mg/ml, DNAse 0.05 mg/ml) in Krebs Ringer bicarbonate solution (Sigma-Aldrich) (0.1% BSA, 
200 mg glucose/dl, L-glutamine, 3.7 mmol/L of  K+) at 37°C for 60 minutes under 95% O2 and 5% CO2. 
Cells were centrifuged at 700 g at 25°C for 10 minutes, washed, and resuspended for another 30 minutes at 
37°C. Final cell suspension was made to yield 2 to 5 × 105 isolated cells/0.5 ml. Cells in Krebs Ringer bicar-
bonate solution were treated for 1 hour with 1 × 10–8 M ET-1 (aa 1≠21) (MilliporeSigma), 1 × 10–8 M ET-1 
precursor (aa 1–38) (American Peptide Company), 1 × 10–8 M AngII (positive control), or placebo. ALDO 
levels were measured at the end of  incubation (ALDO Radioimmunoassay [RIA] kit, IBL International). 
All experiments were carried out in duplicate cell preps, with each duplicate replicated 2–4 times.

Statistics. Baseline analyses included the Student t test and χ2. Continuous variables are presented as 
mean ± SD, 95% CI, or mean ± SEM. Categorical variables are presented as a percentage of  the total sam-
ple. Normal distribution of  dependent variable was tested using Shapiro-Wilk test. Logarithmic transfor-
mation was performed for variables that are not normally distributed. The nominal P value was adjusted to 
0.01 because of  multiple comparisons. All statistical analyses were performed using STATA 14.1. Because 
of  the unique characteristics of  our protocol where several measurements are available in the same subject 
in 4 different intervention settings (RES baseline, RES stimulated with AngII infusion, LIB baseline, and 
LIB stimulated with AngII), we performed a mixed-model linear regression analysis on serum ALDO, 
adjusting for confounders: disease state (normotensive or hypertensive), age, sex, site, serum cortisol, PRA, 
serum potassium, and urinary potassium excretion. These covariates (fixed effects) were chosen for their 
clinical importance and significance in univariate analyses, whereas identity was the random effect. Gener-
al linear regression was used to analyze the relationship between other primary endpoints (e.g., LIB PRA 
Baseline) and race (AD or ED). In addition to known CV risk factors (age, BMI, disease state [hyperten-
sive or normotensive], and sex), ALDO secretagogues (plasma cortisol [surrogate for ACTH], PRA, urine 
potassium) and site were included in the regression model as appropriate. Also, the interaction of  race and 
EDN1 rs5370 alleles on LIB ARR was determined with the same adjustments as noted above. The model 
used was: race (0 = ED, 1 = AD) and number of  risk alleles (0 = no risk alleles and 1 = at least 1 risk allele).

Study approval. The corresponding IRBs at Brigham and Women’s Hospital (Boston, Massachusetts, 
USA), University of  Utah School of  Medicine (Salt Lake City, Utah, USA), Vanderbilt School of  Medicine 
(Nashville, Tennessee, USA), and the Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou (Paris, France) approved all 
studies, and written informed consent was obtained from each participant. All studies were conducted in 
accordance with the Harvard Medical School institutional guidelines for the humane treatment of  animals. 
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